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people who paid no attention to him, he sometimes let his imagination play the wanton. But in all this there was more responsiveness to other people's example, more respect for the conventions, than real sensualism.
This big fellow was, for the time being, less tormented by sex than most boys of his age. For the last four or five years his body had been monopoliseU by the business of manufacturing an amount of bone and muscle above the average, and it is probable that the motive parts of his nervous system, including those regions of the brain concerned with action and thought along practical lines, had enjoyed the privilege of a similar growth. Any thin, pale boy whom, if you saw them side by side, you would take to be three years behind him in development, was considerably his elder from the genital point of view.
At the same time, undoubtedly, this kind of peaceful vegetativeness had saved him from nervous complications or perversions of the sexual instinct. If he had practised the vices of adolescence, it was not to excess and it was especially through a sense of openmindedness, lest he should be uninformed about things which his comrades talked about among themselves every day.
But he had not made up a world of his own on this basis; and if, for lack of precocious impulse, he had not yet become very enterprising where the opposite sex was concerned, he did not suffer either from any fundamental timidity. Grown-up women certainly intimidated him, but it was purely for social reasons. In particular, what he feared about approaching them was letting them see his ignorance of amorous customs, which, despite his stature, would have thrown him back in their eyes into the world of children. But towards girls, big or little, of his own generation he had never experienced that crisis of respectful terror which suddenly seizes upon so many adolescents, and which neither reason nor the ebullition of desire is able to overcome. He had passed without difficulty, and almost without noticing it, from the age when you pull their hair to the age when you put your arm round their waists in a passage.

